How to reach us - Residence il Cortile PRINTABLE VERSION

The residence “il Cortile” is easily reachable by car, train or bus, because is in the centre of the lower Valley of Susa . It is served
by the state routes 24 and 25 of the Moncenisio and of the Monginevro , by the highway Turin Bardonecchia A32, by the
railroad Turin - Modane and successive section Modane - Paris , and by the Sapav Pullmans that connect with Turin and the
upper valley. Here the indications to reach us:
RESIDENCE IL CORTILE by car
Coming from the highway A32 with your car, we advise to get out at the highway exit of Borgone of Susa, then turn on the SS25
of the Moncenisio and continue for about three kilometres in direction Turin . At the first traffic light of Sant'Antonino of Susa turn
to the right, at successive crossing turn to the left and after 50 meters on the Turin street you will find us at your left at the
municipal civic 67.
RESIDENCE IL CORTILE by train
You can descend at the station FS of Sant'Antonino - Vaie, and reached the SS25 continue 600 meters in direction Susa . At the
traffic light in proximity of the postal office, turn to the left and to the successive crossing turn again to the left. After 50 meters on
the Turin Street you will find us at your left, at the municipal civic 67. You can consult the time tables, buy the tickets or ask for
information on the site of Trenitalia at the address www.trenitalia.com.
RESIDENCE IL CORTILE by pullman Sapav
You can descend at the bus stop "Sant'Antonino Scuola Media", and at the traffic light of Sant'Antonino turn in the road in
proximity of the postal office, at the successive crossing turn to the left on Turin Street and after 50 meters you will find us at your
left at the municipal civic 67. You can consult the time tables, the coincidences and ask for information on the site of Sapav at the
address www.sapav.it.
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